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THE IMPORTANCE OF
DAYLIGHT IN GUEST ROOMS
&
The Fundamental Flaws of Hotel Design

JAIRO GARCIA
PROF. GLENN NOWAK
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
University of Nevada Las Vegas
4505 S Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89145

FORWARD

There are over 150,000 hotel rooms in Las Vegas and over 17,000,000 worldwide. This
intriguing thesis based on purist design principles posits that half are essentially providing poor
illumination regardless of their price point or the properties’ attention to detail. Due to the
design characteristics of the double-loaded corridor, rooms on any one side of the hallway get
drastically opposing levels of lighting throughout the day. Some may get direct sunlight in the
morning and no light in the afternoon, while others do not receive direct light until sunset.
Under alternative orientations (ex. East-west), half of a hotel’s room count might get direct light
throughout the day, while others never receive direct lighting.
With electric light’s ability to brighten any interior space, this may seem like a trivial
observation to many hotel operators. However, those that are aware of the growing interest in
health and wellness accommodations for guests may realize such basic connections to celestial
characteristics are of primal importance. A room’s direct relationship to changing lighting levels
throughout the day can help regulate (or reset) the diurnal rhythm of its occupants depending
on their preference or travel itinerary.
Garcia’s lighting analysis of the entire Las Vegas Strip confirms most rooms do not support a
visual tracking of the sun’s movement through the sky or even a sense of its position
throughout most hours of the day. Besides identifying this fairly obscure yet simultaneously
obvious condition brought about through the design of the hotels, this study goes further to
speculate on challenges and opportunities that arise from the recognition. The preferred
lighting levels could represent a value proposition for some rooms. A small percentage of
rooms (ex. South facing rooms in the Northern hemisphere along an East-west oriented
corridor) might be marketable as notably more appropriate for those seeking a wellness
experience. Additionally, Garcia recognizes the rooms that are less akin to wellness and ideal
lighting may be negatively contributing to guest experiences. These rooms could be identified
as least desirable or candidates significant redesign or adaptive reuse. The book concludes with
a look at how a strategic percentage of rooms for any hotel could be reconceptualized to
delivering some other critical need to enhance guest experience. While the design alternatives
invite great discussion, the biggest room for continued research is in the cost-benefit analyses
of decommissioning rooms for the addition of other cost-saving or value-added in the overall
guest experience. The HD Studio hopes others will continue where Garcia has left off.
Glenn NP Nowak, AIA (HD Studio Coordinator)

THESIS

.

The correct use of natural light can enhance the guests
experience. It can contribute to the overall well-being and
satisfaction of the guest. Analysis of hotel buildings reveals
greater than 50% of rooms have inadequate day lighting Hotels
need to adapt and optimize thier guest rooms to not place people
under undesirable conditions
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A RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY OSRAM IN 2014
FOUND THAT 10,000 HOTEL REVIEWS IN
LONDON WERE SPECIFICALLY ABOUT LIGHTING
IN THEIR ROOMS.
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INTRODUCTION
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Natural lighting has been a fundamental element in architecture since
ancient times, and has been very beneficial for humans. Solar architecture
can be tracked back as far as the ancient Greeks, and good daylighting
practices are discussed in the classical writings of vitruvius. The medicinal
properties of the sun have been proven. Many studies reveal that can kill
bacteria (tuberculosis), cure rickets and the sun’s rays was used to heal
the wounds of victims of world war ll. Natural light has always played a
dominant role in architecture, and helps to provide the occupants with
visual comfort and functional illumination. Natural lighting is beneficial for
human behaviour and affects both psychologically and physiologically.
There are a lot of studies that shows how natural lighting increase
productivity in offices, improve academic performances at schools, increase sales in stores, and affect patient recovery in hospitals. However,
daylighting and its benefits have not been fully investigated yet in hotels.
This thesis will concentrate on emphasizing the benefits of being exposed
to the sun and how rooms with greater daylighting levels are more
desirable by most of the guests. Research will examine 1. ways to improve
lighting in rooms that are still highly desirable by most guests, 2. Ways to
introduce new resort activities into rooms that are less desirable, and 3.
Strategies to avoid creating such undesirable lighting conditions in future
resort guest rooms.
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ABSTRACT
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Analysis of the hotel buildings reveals greater than 50% of rooms have
inadequate day lighting. This topic is especially important here in Las
Vegas because 15 of the 20 largest hotels in the world are located in our
city, with a total of about 150,000 hotel rooms. An average of about 31% of
all rooms in the strip are in the shadows, and have no exposure to sunlight
over the year. Studies reveal that being in rooms facing north or with poor
lighting brings negative effects to its inhabitants like depression, increases stress, gives people little energy and buildings spend more electricity.
Good amount of daylighting helps improve sleep, mood, body temperature,
overall health, decreases depression, improves indoor and thermal and
visual comfort.
Future resorts need to redesign their buildings and maxime daylight in
most of their spaces. Some guest rooms that have no sun exposure are
still highly desirable by most guests if they have a great view in their window. However, other rooms that are under poor lighting conditions without
attractive views could be candidates for an adaptation or optimization.
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3500 BC

Glass first
developed by the
egyptians

14

100 BC

Glass used to fill
an opening in a
building
(Imperial Rome)
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2nd C.

A legal precedent
for solar rights was
established. Later
was included in
the Roman
Justinian Code of
Law

12th C.

17th C.

The incorporation
of stained glass in
great cathedrals.

Large panels
of glass were
manufactured
and installed in
buildings.

18th C.

19th C.

1902

The invention of
venetian blind
to help in the
process of daylight and thermal
control.

Industrial roofs
were dominated
by the need to
provide daylight.
Great glass and
steel engine
sheds in railways,
exhibition halls,
and galleries.

Irvin W. Colburn
invented the sheet
glass drawing
machine which
made the mass
production of
windows possible.

1903

Dr Niels Firson
received Nobel
Prize for proving
that sunlight could
cure tuberculosis

1916

The 1916 zoning
resolution in New
York to ensure
people, streets
and buildings
receive enough
natural light.
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Florence Nightingale
Florence was a British nurse born in 1820 who
advocated to maximize sunlight in homes and
in hospitals. She was known as the lady with the
lamp for her pioneering nursing work during the
crimean war. She considered sunlight necessary
for speedy recovery and put emphasis in the
southern part of the buildings. She argued that in
wards with a northern aspect, and even very
ventilated the sick could not make speedily
recoveries by any means. At that time
tuberculosis was a very common disease, and
sunlight was a powerful weapon to treat its effects.

Nightngale wards
(was named in his
honor) Are large open
rooms with plenty of
natural lighting with
many beds.

16
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Heliotherapy
Heliotherapy is the use of sunlight for the
treatment of certain diseases or skin conditions.
The ultraviolet (uv) of the sunlight spectrum has
beneficial effects but in small doses, because too
much sun can be dangerous. The first clinic for
the heliotheraphy was opened in 1903.

Photobiology
Photobiology includes studies of both beneficial
and harmful effects of light. Also, promotes ways
to protect against the detrimental effects of light
on human and other biological organisms. It
includes the study of several topics like ultraviolet radiation effects, visual processing, vision,
photodynaic therapy and photomedicine.

Photomedicine
Photomedicine is a branch of photobiology that
examines the detrimental and beneficial effects
of non-ionizing radiation. This study states that
the absorption of light can modulate the immune
system of the body. It also study the circadian
rhytms, which is a bery relavant topic in hotels.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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LE CORBUSIER
Le corbusier was a forerunner and advocate of the
use of natural light in buildings. He believes the
sun can bring physical and moral regeneration to
those people that are exposed to its rays. He was
aware of the health benefits of the sun, arguing
that the effects are both physical and moral. Even
his most famous building villa savoye was
designed for sunbathing.

“Doling out cosmic energy, the sun’s effects are
both physical and moral, and they have been too
much neglected in recent times. The results of
that neglect can be seen in cemetery and
sanatorium.”

"To introduce the sun is the new and most
imperative duty of the architect."
-Le Corbusier in The Athens Charter

“Architecture is the masterly, correct and
magnificent play of masses brought together in
light. Our eyes are made to see forms in light.”

18
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minimum number of hours of exposure to the sun must be
26 Adetermined
by each dwelling.

“Science, in its studies of solar radiations, has disclosed those that are indispensable to
human health and also those that, in certain cases, could be harmful to it. The sun is the
master of life. Medicine has shown that tuberculosis established itself wherever the sun
fails to penetrate; it demands that the individual be returned, as much as possible, to ‘the
conditions of nature’. The sun must penetrate every dwelling several hours a day
even during the season when sunlight is most scarce. Society will no longer tolerate a
situation where entire families are cut off from the sun and thus doomed to declining
health. Any housing design in which even a single dwelling is exclusively oriented
to the north, or is deprived of the sun because it is cast in shadow, will be harshly
condemned. Builders must be required to submit a diagram showing that the sun will
penetrate each dwelling for a minimum of two hours on the day of the winter solstice,
failing which, the building permit will be denied. To introduce the sun is the new and most
imperative duty of the architect.”[36]

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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OFFICES

Optimizing the amount of natural light in an office
significantly improves health and wellness among
workers, leading to gains in productivity.

HOSPITALS
Patients get better faster when hospital rooms have a
lot of access to natural light.

20
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SCHOOLS

Sunlight can significantly improve academic
performance by up to 25% when students are exposed
to natural lighting. Also improves overall health.

RETAIL

skylights were found to be positively correlated to
higher sales in Walmart. A store would likely have 40%
higher sales with the addition of skylights.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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CORRELATION BETWEEN S.A.D AND DAY LENGTH

Four out five
people who have
seasonal
depression are
women.

5%
16 million
22
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5 percent of the
US population
experiences
seasonal
depression

Seasonal
Afective
Disorder is
estimated to
affect 16 million
people

Average Daily Amount of Daylight

14 hrs

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Depression

Jul

Aug

Sep

Feb

Mar

Apr
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May

Jun
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Daylight in Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada, United States
Latitude: +36.175 (36°10’30”N)
Longitude: -115.13639 (115°08’11.004”W)

Winter

24

Equinox
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Summer

Hotels
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Hours of Daylight Available

12 h
Las Vegas has an average of 12 hours of sunlight during the year.

26
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Month

Average
Sunrise

Average
Sunset

Daylight Seasons
Hours

Jan

6:49 am

4:52 pm

10:03 hrs

Feb

6:27 am

5:22 pm

10:55 hrs

Mar

6:35 am

6:36 pm

12:01 hrs

Apr

6:06 am

7:15 pm

13:09 hrs

May

5:34 am

7:41 pm

14:07 hrs

Jun

5:24 am

7:59 pm

14:35 hrs

Jul

5:37 am

7:56 pm

14:19 hrs

Aug

6:00 am

7:29 pm

13:29 hrs

Sep

6:24 am

6:47 pm

12:23 hrs

Oct

6:49 am

6:04 pm

11:15 hrs

Nov

6:18 am

4:34 pm

10:16 hrs

Dec

6:44 am

4:29 pm

9:45 hrs

Winter
Solstice
Spring
Equinox

Summer
Solstice

Fall
Equinox
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Daylight
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Jan
28

Feb
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Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Darkness

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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BENEFITS OF DAYLIGHT
Improve sleep
Those people who are exposed to natural light
during the day sleep an average of 46 minutes
more per night.

Enhance Interior Design
The availability of natural light is part of the
interior design because enhance the
architectural by improving the aesthetics of the
space. Natural light is prefered above the artificial
because it shows off colors better.

Save energy
The use of natural light reduces electricity, HVAC
cost, and reducing the amount of artificial light.

Vitamin D
Exposure to sunlight is the main method of
receiving enough vitamin D, which is a necessary
mineral for human beings. It brings a lot of
benefits including regulation of calcium, immune
system regulation, and body weight
maintenance.

Decrease depression
Science has shown that being exposed to sunlight boost one’s spirits, and can prevent
depression in adults and children.

Improve health
Researchers have proven that natural lighting
affects a person’s health, contributing to make
them happier, healthier and calmer.
30
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Cure Rickets

In 1921, medical researchers proved that sunlight could cure rickets, a bone disorder due to
the lack of vitamin D. Being exposed to sunlight
was a method of curing this disease

Kill Tuberculosis

In 1903, Dr Niels Firson proved that sunlight could
cure tuberculosis. Many sanatoriums have big
windows, and almost all their rooms face to the
south. Also, letting the sunlight enter is a way to
prevent the spread of tuberculosis.

Reduce Stress Levels

Being exposed to natural light help to decrease
stress levels

Act as a Disinfectant

Sunlight was being known as `nature’s universal
disinfectant’ and it was considered an important
alternative in the fight against infectious diseases.

Regulates SAD

Natural light has also proven to regulate some
disorders including SAD (Seasonal Affective
Disorder), which is a mood disorder that emerges
during a specific season of the year.

Heals Wounds

During the First World War, sun’s rays was used to
heal the wounds of victicms during the war. Also,
sunlit rooms were held to be hygienic.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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SOLAR STUDIES INTRODUCTION

The following solar studies were carried out with a plugin that calculated
the number of hours a facade is exposed to the sun. At first I defined some
parameters that I would consider in this analysis:
1. The studies take into account 10 hours, from 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
2. If an area had less than 2 hours (80% of the time) of exposure to the
sun, it was considered a “bad” space in terms of good lighting practices.
3. The results are throughout the year taking into account the 4 seasons. I
will be focusing on areas that receive no sunlight for more thatn 75% of the
year. For example, each season is 25% of the year, then an area needs to
be in shadows for three seasons in order to be cataloged as a completely
overshadowed space. Eventually, those guest rooms can be adapted or
optimazed because of their poor natural lighting conditions.
22 strip resorts were examined, and results were obtained from the 4
facades of each building. In each facade (north, east, south, west) its
exposure to the sun was examined during winter, equinox and summer.
The idea was to find the percentage of guest rooms that are not in optimal
light conditions and then adapt those spaces with other programs that can
bring more benefit to that resort. Since Las Vegas is the most visited city in
the world, we cannot afford to place people in undesirable conditions that
would affect their experience and overall satisfaction for them.

32
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SHADOW STUDIES

South view of the strip
34
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North view of the strip
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DELANO
485 ft
43 floors
1118 rooms
Overshadowed

45 %
Northeast - Equinox

Northeast - Summer

Shaded Area 45%

Northeast - Winter
Sunligh 55%
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N

Las Vegas Boulevard

W

E

Summer

Equinox
Winter

S
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MGM GRAND
293 ft
30 floors
5044 rooms
Overshadowed

33 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 33%

Northwest - Winter
Sunligh 67%
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W

Las Vegas Boulevard

N

E
Summer

Equinox
Winter

S
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MANDALAY BAY
485 ft
43 floors
3209 rooms
Overshadowed

37 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 37%

Northwest - Winter
Sunligh 63%
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Las Vegas Boulevard
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Winter
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EXCALIBUR
261 ft
28 floors
3981 rooms
Overshadowed

30 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 30%

Northwest Winter
Sunlig70%
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TROPICANA
230 ft
22 floors
1467 rooms
Overshadowed

7%
Northeast - Equinox

Northeast - Summer

Shaded Area 7%

Sunligh 93%

Northeast - Winter
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK
529 ft
49 floors
2024 rooms
Overshadowed

18 %
Northwest - Equinox

Shaded Area 18%

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter
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Sunligh 82%

N

Las Vegas Boulevard

W

E
Summer

Equinox

Winter

S
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PARK MGM
360 ft
32 floors
3002 rooms
Overshadowed

30 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 30%

Northwest - Winter
Sunligh 70%
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Las Vegas Boulevard
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Summer

Equinox

Winter
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PLANET HOLLYWOD
390 ft
39 floors
2567 rooms
Overshadowed

16 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 16%

Northwest - Winter

Sunligh 84%
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Winter
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ARIA
600 ft
61 floors
4004 rooms
Overshadowed

12 %
Northwest Equinox

Northwest - summer

Northwest - Winter

52
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Shaded Area 12%

Sunligh 88%

N

Las Vegas Boulevard

W

E

Summer

Equinox

Winter

S
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Cosmopolitan
614 ft
52 floors
3027 rooms
Overshadowed

46 %
Northwest Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 46%

Northwest - Winter

Sunligh 54%
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HARRAHS
347 ft
35 floors
2677 rooms
Overshadowed

34 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter
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Shaded Area 34%

Sunligh 66%

Las V
e

gas B
ou l e
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Winter
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FLAMINGO
272 ft
28 floors
3626 rooms
Overshadowed

38 %
Northwest - Equinox

Shaded Area 38%

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter
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Sunligh 62%

N

Las Vegas Boulevard

W

E

Summer

Equinox

Winter
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THE LINQ
176 ft
18 floors
2640 rooms
Overshadowed

30 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter

60
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Shaded Area 30%

Sunligh 70%
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CAESAR PALACE
435 ft
29 floors
3960 rooms
Overshadowed

47 %
Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 47%

Northwest - Winter
Sunligh 53%
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PARIS
368 ft
34 floors
2916 rooms
Overshadowed

40 %
North - Equinox

North - Summer

Shaded Area 40%

North - Winter
Sunligh 60%
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Bellagio
508 ft
36 floors
3933 rooms
Overshadowed

25 %
Northwest - Equinox

Shaded Area 25%

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter

66
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Sunligh 75%
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Las Vegas Boulevard
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THE VENETIAN
475 ft
35 floors
4027 rooms
Overshadowed

34 %
Northwest - Equinox

Shaded Area 34%

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter

68
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Sunligh 66%
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MIRAGE
335 ft
31 floors
3044 rooms
Overshadowed

40 %
Northwest - Equinox

Northwest - Summer

Shaded Area 40%

Northwest - Winter
Sunligh 60%
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THE PALAZZO
642 ft
53 floors
3068 rooms
Overshadowed

22 %
Northwest - Equinox

Shaded Area 22%

Northwest - Summer

Northwest - Winter
Sunligh 78%
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TREASURE ISLAND
368 ft
36 floors
2885 rooms
Overshadowed

47 %
North - Equinox

Northwest

North - Summer

Shaded Area 47%

North - Winter

Sunligh 53%
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ENCORE
631 ft
52 floors
3209 rooms
Overshadowed

38 %
Northeast - Equinox

Northeast - Summer

Shaded Area 18%

Northeast - Winter

Sunligh 82%
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WYNN
614 ft
45 floors
2716 rooms
Overshadowed

3%
Northeast - Equinox

Shaded Area 18%

Northeast - Summer

Northeast - Winter
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SHADOW PERCENT

Wynn 3%

Tropicana 7%

Excalibur
30%

Park MGM
30%

Flamingo
38%

80

Paris
40%
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Aria 12%

Planet
Hollywood 16%

The Linq
30%

Mirage
40%

MGM Grand
32%

Delano
45%

New York,
New York 18%

Harrash
34%

Cosmopolitan
46%

Palazzo 22%

Venetian
34%

Caesar Palace
48%

Bellagio 25%

Mandalay Bay
37%

Encore
38%

Treasure Island
47%
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MGM Grand

The Linq

Park MGM

25%

32%

30%

30%

30%

30

Excalibur

Bellagio

22%

18%

16%

12%

20

The Palazzo

New York, New York

Planet Hollywod

7%

4%

10

Aria

Tropicana

Wynn

50

40
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Caesar Palace

Treasure Island

Cosmopolitan

Delano

Mirage

Paris

Flamingo

Encore

Mandalay Bay

The Venetian

Harrahs

40%

40%

38%

38%

37%

34%

34%

48%

47%

46%

45%

SHADED AREA PERCENTAGE

1.. Mandalay Bay
2.. Delano
3.. Excalibur
4.. Tropicana
5.. New York New York
6.. MGM Grand
7. Park MGM

8. Aria
9.. Planet Hollywood
10.. Cosmopolitan
11. Paris
12... Bellagio
13.. Caesar Palace
14.. Flamingo

15.. The linq
16.. Harrahs
17.. Mirage
18.. The Venetian
19.. The Palazzo
20.. Treasure Island
21.. Wynn
22.. Encore

31%
An average of 31% of guest rooms in the strip are
overshadowed, and do not receive sunlight during the year
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CASE STUDIES

4 case studies that represent the past, the present, and the future of
natural light. The pavillion swisse was constructed in 1930 when
natural lighting was an essential element in the design of any building.
The second case study Aria is really relevant to this thesis because it is
located here in Las Vegas. This is an example of excellent sustainable
architecture in the hospitality industry since natural lighting was taken
seriously. The third case study addresses a really interesting subject that
will be a relevant topic in our cities in the future/ It is about tall buildings
blocking sunlight to the people, streets, and adjacent buildings. In 2050 it
is estimated that 70% of the population will be living in cities which means
we would have to build vertical, and access to the sun may be a challenge.
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The Pavillion Swisse

Aria resort

Past

Present

BBBJ Sahdowless Skyscraper
Future
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PAVILLION SWISSE
A strongly solar-oriented project by Le cobursier
constructed in Paris 1930-3. East-west orientation
where all the rooms are facing south to ensure
that all of them receive sunlight. This is a
single-load corridor located on the north with
opaque east and west walls. The building was
later considered as an excellent practice for
passive solar heating. By organizing all rooms
facing south he was avoiding the problem of the
“thermal ghetto.”
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N

Corridor
W

E
All rooms facing South - Single loade corridor

S
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Aria

•
•
•
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Aria is world’s largest hotel to achieve LEED gold rating.
The curtain wall uses a new generation of glass
coating that allow maximum daylight, and block
unwanted heat gain.
Exterior envelope minimizes demand for cooling.

•
•
•

The curved shape of the towers creates arched
corridors filled with natural light.
The arched corridors help to make the distance look
shorter between elevator and rooms.
The corridos offers a view to the strip below.
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NBBJ SHADOWLESS SKYSCRAPER
NBB designed a pair of buildings that work in
tandem and will measure about 656 ft tall. A
normal two buildings of this size would create a
large amount of shadow area on the ground
denying access to natural light to the pedestrians
below. However, this is not going to happen in this
situation. One of the buildings works like a curved
mirror that reflects sunlight in the shadow cast
created by the building in front. Sun reflected from
a straight façade provides an even distribution of
light at just one point in time over a specific area.
They used grasshopper, and other plugins that let
them find the optimal angles that would reduce the
shadow in between the towers.
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Even distribution of light at one point
in time over a specific area.

Concentration of light at one point in Spot-like distribution of light at multitime over a specific area.
ple points in time over a specific area.

•
•
•
•
•

The firm used a custom algorithm
in the skin of the towers to reduce
shadows on the adjacent street.
This will help reduce shadows 60%
compared to other buildings of
similar size.
The algorithm design is based on
the law of reflection.
Because the light is diffused would
not cause glare, and won’t melt
any cars, either.
Varying angles of facade panels
that distribute light over a specific
area at different times over the day.
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Part 2
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Optimization + Adaptation
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MGM GRAND

- MGM Resorts International
- 5044 guest rooms
- 33% do not receive sunlight
- Design experiment would focus in about 10%
- Optimization + Adaptation - west wing
- Courtyards
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Caesars Palace

- Caesars Entertainment
- 3960 guest rooms
- 47% do not receive sunlight
- Design experiment would focus in about 6%
- Adaptation - Augustus tower
- Hydroponics
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MGM Grand

MGM Grand was built in 1993, and is the second largest hotel in Las Vegas with more than
5,000 guest rooms. The rooms are split into 4 towers that are facing to the four cardinal
points; the grand tower, the south & north tower, and the west wing. It includes a stay well
guest rooms collection located all over the 14th floor.
.
Dramatic data have been collected for the MGM Grand about its lighting conditions in some
guest rooms. The west wing has serious lighting and design conditions that need to be
addressed. This is costing the company to lose new guests, existing loyal guests, and
completely damaging their reputation with thousands of bad reviews.
This part of the hotel may be the worst in all the strip. Guest rooms located in this area are
tiny, and they have small windows that look like they were made to be always closed. The
guestrooms are narrow, and the beds are oriented differently right in front of the window,
so if people want to see outside they have to get in bed. The guests describe these rooms
as prison cells, dungeons, depressing, creepy dark rooms, etc. The other three towers of
the MGM had 160 million renovations in 2012. However, they opened the west wing in 2005,
which was the old Marina hotel. They decided not to demolish it, but instead connect it with
the new MGM Grand. Guest rooms there are the oldest in the property and have not been
renovated since that time.
This part will focus on creating design strategies to improve the quality of the guests at
MGM. I will experience the possibility of adapting existing guest rooms that are not adequate
or that do not meet the standards of a hotel like the MGM Grand. This design phase will try
to solve the lack of natural lighting and views in guest rooms mostly in the first floors. Studies show that the first 10 floors typically face a series of lighting and view problems bringing
a series of negative effects on guests.
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North Tower

Grand Tower

Sky lofts

West Wing

South Tower
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100

Northewest - Equinox

Northeast - Equinox

Northewest - Summer

Northeast - Summer

Northewest - Winter

Northeast - Winter
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Southwest - Equinox

Southeast - Equinox

Southwest - Summer

Southeast - Summer

Southwest - Winter

Southeast - Winter
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Sunlight Exposure 67%

Shaded Area 33%

102
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This area of the MGM is the least
desirable, and occupies the 12% of
the building. Mostly guest rooms
from floor 1 to 10 that have poor
lighting conditions and viewless
rooms.

This portion represents the 21% of the
building that does not have access
to sunlight. However, that percentage
of rooms are still highly desirable by
more guest because of many
factors. These rooms are located
on top floors, which gives the rooms
great views of the strip.

SE
67% of the building has access to
sunlight. Any guest room located
here, receives at least two hours
of sun exposure during the day for
more than 75% of the year

NS
SW

NW
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Las Vegas Boulevard

N

W

West Wing

Parking

2000 ft

Summer

E TROPICANA AVE.

Advantages - The rooms at the west wing are cheaper, and closest to the strip. MGM offers
more economic prices for these rooms making them more accessible for all those who
want to stay at the MGM.
Disadvantages - Rooms at west wing are one of the smallest compared with other
resorts at the strip. They have small windows that make it difficult for them to have access
to natural light or views. Weird room configuration where the bed is blocking the window,
and people complain about the fact that the bathroom has no door. This is a small tower
where up to 80% of the rooms do not have good views. The west wing is the furthest from
the parking area. Rooms at the west wing represents the 75% of all bad reviews at MGM.
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MGM ROOM SIZE
1. The Linq
2. Harrahs
3. MGM Grand
4. Caesar Palace
5. Flamingo
6. New York, New York

7. Excalibur
8. The Crownwell
9. Tropicana
10. Paris
11. The Mirage
12. Treasure Island

800
sq ft
700
sq ft
600
sq ft
500
sq ft
400
sq ft
300
Sq ft
200
sq ft
100
sq ft
0
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1.
2.
3.
300
300
350
sq
ft
sq
ft
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4.
350
sq ft

5.
350
sq ft

6.
350
sq ft

7.
352
sq ft

8.
360
sq ft

9.
375
sq ft

10.
390
sq ft

11.
394
sq ft

13. Park MGM
14. Planet Hollywood
15. The Cosmopolitan
16. Bellagio
17. Aria
18. Mandalay Bay

12.
400
sq ft

13.
406
sq ft

14.
450
sq ft

15.
460
sq ft

16.
510
sq ft

17.
520
sq ft

19. Vdara
20. Encore
21. Wynn
22. The Venetian
23. The Palazzo
24. Delano

18.
550
sq ft

19.
582
sq ft

20.
21.
22.
23.
635
640
650
720
sq ftUNLVsqSoA
ft | HD
sq ftSTUDIO
sq ft

24.
721
sq107
ft

GUEST ROOM TYPES
West Wing King
350 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Grand King
446 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Executive King
Suite
675 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Stay Well Grand King
446 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Stay Well Executive King
Suite
675 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King
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Tower Spa Suite
694 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Grand Two Queen
446 Square Feet
2 Luxurious Queens

Stay Well Grand Two Queen
446 Square Feet
2 Luxurious Queens

Executive Two Queen Suite
675 Square Feet
2 Luxurious Queens

Stay Well Patio
Suite
1,300 square Feet
2 story suite

2 Bedroom Stay Well
Marquee Suite
1,500 square Feet
2 Luxurious King

2 Bedroom
Marquee Suite
1,500 square Feet
2 Luxurious Kings

SKYLOFTS One
Bedroom Loft
1,400 square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Skyline Terrace Suite
1,300 Square Feet +
800 sq. Ft. Outdoor
Terrace - 2 story suite

SKYLOFTS Two Bedroom Loft
3,000 Square Feet
1 luxurious king

Tower One-Bedroom
Suite King Suite
775 Square Feet
1 bed

Stay Well Tower Spa
Suite
694 Square Feet
1 Luxurious King

Stay Well Executive Two
Queen Suite
675 Square Feet
2 Luxurious Queens
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Stay well rooms

West wing king room
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MGM has remained at the forefront offering spaces that contribute to the well-being of its
guests. It has shown that it is committed to improving its rooms and has introduced a stay
well guest rooms collection. Stay well rooms combine an array of features that have an
incredible positive health impact for the guests. It incorporates the latest wellness
technology, and it really offers a total wellness experience. It has some of the healthiest
rooms in the city, however, contradictorily it also houses some of the worst rooms on the
strip. The west wing rooms are the smallest third in the strip, have small windows and very
poor lighting conditions.
Stay Well Rooms - The stay well rooms are located in the grand tower on the 14th floor,
and includes more than 171 rooms and suites. The stay well rooms selection includes:
stay well grand king 446 sq ft, and stay well grand two queen 446 sq ft. It offers a variety of
suites that includes: stay well executive king suite 675 sq ft, stay well executive two queen
suite 675 sq ft, stay well patio suite 1300 sq ft, stay well tower spa suite 694, and two bedroom stay well marquee 2500 sq ft.
West Wing -has 714 guest rooms located in a 14th story tower. It opened in 2005 and
represents the 14% of all guest rooms at MGM Grand. All are king rooms with a room size
of 350 sq ft. The west wing used to be the Marina hotel, but MGM bought the property and
decided to incorporate it into the new hotel. The west wing officially opened in 2005 and has
not been remodeled since that time.

West Wing
Stay well Guest Rooms
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REVIEW ANALYSIS
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- Tripadviser
- Agoda
- Google
- Expedia
- Trivago
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Tripadvisor is the world’s largest travel platform and offers online hotel reservations. People
here are able to write reviews about hotels, and MGM has a total of 28,582 reviews. The hotel
has a qualification of 4.0 / 5. They classified the traveler rating into 5 categories:
Excellent, very good, average, poor and terrible. The good thing is that you are able to choose
especifically reviews made by people of a certain country or language. I was able to do an
analysis of reviews made by spanish and english speakers. In this way I can find valuable
information about what consumers from different countries love or what things make them
disappointed about a hotel. In this case I was focused only on the terrible rating which has
a total of 2518 reviews.
Spanish Speakers: Reviews about lighting conditions, views, and windows represents the
69% of all the bad reviews in the terrible rating.
English Speakers: Most of the reviews at Tripadvisor are made in English. 40% of those
reviews are about lighting, views, and the size of the room. The other 60% focus on general
things like customer service, hidden cost, housekeeping, smell, the lack of amenities, rude
staff, smoking, noisy etc. Most of the negative reviews, no matter what is the reason they
mention the west wing. Seems that this part of the building is causing a lot of trouble and
getting an insane amount of bad reviews.
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One interesting feature about these reviews is that people are able to rate subjects
separately. There are cases where people may put a very low rating in general just because
of customer service, but they may put a high rating for rooms, value or location. This is really helpful in my research, because that would let me know more about that 60% of reviews
that are not related to lighting, room size, or views.

This is an example of a terrible rating section, where the guest was not satisfied because of
the service. However, He/she has not complaints about the other categories

In this case the customer is also given a bad review, but this person is completely
dissatisfied with every single thing in the hotel.
In the next section I focused to look just specifically into the rooms category for all the
reviews no matter what the main reason is.
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78% of all guest giving bad reviews has a complaint about the
rooms. In this case MGM Grand has 2518 bad reviews in the
terrible rating, which means 1889 people were not satisfied with
their guestroom. Up to 90% complaining especifically about the
west wing of the MGM. Without those rooms MGM could be one
of the top rated hotels in Las Vegas, but unfortunatly is one of
the worst rated hotels in our city.

3%
1%

Excellent
Excellent

9%
Very Good
Very
Good

9%

Average
Average

78%

Poor
Poor
Terrible
Terrible
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Even people in the 10th floor are experiencing bad views
118
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Agoda is an online travel agency where people can search and book hotels. On this
website MGM Grand has a 7.9 / 10 rating with 2420 reviews. People here are able to rating
from exceptional (+9) through below expectations (less than 6). One really important feature
about Agoda is that customers can specify which type of room they are rating. Alarmingly,
67% of the reviews are just about the west wing king room. The second most low rated
room is the grand two queen, which only represents the 17% of the bad reviews. We can see
the difference in how the west wing room is damaging MGM reputation. In addition, from
those 324 bad reviews, 53% of those are complaints about subjects relating to the topic
(lighting conditions, views, and small rooms.)

Percentage of bad reviews
West Wing King Room:
Grand Two Queen:
Grand Kind Room:
Tower Spa Suite:
Executive Two Queen Suite:
Grand Queen Room:
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67%
17%
11%
3%
1.7%
1.3%

Hotel

rating /10

Room Comfort and
Quality

1. Cosmopolitan
2. The Palazzo
3. Encore
4. wynn
5. The Venetian
6. Vdara
7. Aria
8. Bellagio
9. Planet Hollywod
10. Mandalay Bay
11. Delano
12. The Mirage
13. Treasure Island
14. Caesar Palace
15. Paris
16. Park MGM
17. New York New York
18. The Linq
19. MGM Grand
20. The Crownwell
21. Flamingo
22. Harrahs
23. The Excalibur
24. Tropicana

9.1
9.0
9.0
9.0
8.9
8.7
8.7
8.5
8.5
8.4
8.4
8.3
8.3
8.2
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.0
7.9
7.9
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7

8.8
9.3
9.2
9.3
9.1
9.1
9.0
8.8
7.9
9.0
8.9
8.5
8.3
8.6
8.3
8.2
8.2
7.9
8.0
10.0
7.9
7.8
7.8
7.4
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3%
1.7%
1.3%

Executive
King Room
Grand
Queen
Executive Two
Queen
Suite Suite
Queen
Executive
Two

11%

17%

Tower Spa
Suite
Tower
Spa
Suite

67%

Grand King
Room
Grand
King
Room

Grand
Two
Queen
Grand Two
Queen
West Wing
Room
West
WingKing
King
Room
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4%
1%
1%

Executive
King
Executive King
Queen
Executive
Executive TwoTwo
Queen
Suite Suite
Tower
Spa
Suite
Tower Spa
Suite

17%
46%

Grand
King
Room
Grand King
Room
30%

Grand
Two
Queen
Grand Two
Queen
West
Wing
King
West Wing
King
RoomRoom
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Hotel

Google

Specifically
Rooms

rating /10

1. Cosmopolitan
2. The Palazzo
3. The Venetian
4. wynn
5. Bellagio
6. Encore
7. Caesar Palace
8. Aria
9. Vdara
10. Mandalay Bay
11. Delano
12. The Mirage
13. MGM Grand
14. Paris
15. New York New York
16. Planet Hollywod
17. Treasure Island
18. The Crownwell
19. Park MGM
20. The Linq
21. Flamingo
22. Harrahs
23. The Excalibur
24. Tropicana

4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1

1. wynn
2. Encore
3. Cosmopolitan
4. The Palazzo
5. Delano
5. The Venetian
7. Vdara
8. Mandalay Bay
9. Aria
10. Treasure Island
11. Planet Hollywood
12. Caesar Palace
13. The Mirage
14. Park MGM
15. Paris
16. The Linq
17. New York New York
18. Tropicana
19. Bellagio
20. Flamingo
21. The Crownwell
22. MGM Grand
23. Harrahs
24. The Excalibur

4.5
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.7
3.6
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.5
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Hotel

expedia / 5

Hotel

Trivago /10

1. Wynn
2. Encore
3. The Palazzo
4. Cosmopolitan
5. The Venetian
6. Vdara
7. Aria
8. Delano
9. Bellagio
10. The Mirage
11. Mandalay Bay
12. Caesar Palace
13. Treasure Island
14. The Crownwell
15. New York New York
16. Paris
17. Park MGM
18. Planet Hollywood
19. Tropicana
20. MGM Grand
21. The Linq
22. Harrahs
23. The Excalibur
24. Flamingo

4.6
4.6
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.5

1. wynn
2. Encore
3. The Venetian
4. Aria
5. Cosmopolitan
5. The Palazzo
7. Bellagio
8. The Crownwell
9. Vdara
10. Caesar Palace
11. Delano
12. Mandala Bay
13. The Mirage
14. Tresure Island
15. New York New York
16. Paris
17. MGM Grand
18. TPlanet Hollywood
19. Tropicana
20. Park MGM
21. Harrahs
22. Excalibur
23. Flamingo
24. The Linq

9.5
9.4
9.3
9.3
9.2
9.1
9.1
8.9
8.8
8.8
8.7
8.4
8.3
8.1
8.1
8.0
8.0
7.9
7.8
7.7
7.5
7.4
7.3
6.7
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West Win King

Small window
(no views)

126

bed orientation
(Blocking the
window)
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Narrow floor
plan

Privacy isssues

Guest Rooms located in the west wing are 350 Sq Ft, and are the third smallest in
the strip. The room layout is a little weird because the bed is blocking the window,
and there is no privacy in the bathroom since it has no door. Because the room
it’s really small they put mirrors all around the room to make it look bigger of
what it actually is. They really are not taking
advantage of the location of the west wing, since this area is straight looking to the
strip. They decided to make the windows small and keep closed. The west wing
also has the perfect east - west orientation, but they are not using the benefits of
the sunlight in the south if the window is intended to be closed.
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The hallway in the west wing.

The hallway in the grand tower.
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The guests complain a lot about the long halls in the west wing of the MGM Grand.
This part of the building has not been renovated for many years. The two areas
look like a totally different hotel, and seem like a segregated section. It is the forgotten part of the hotel where strange things happen, people are robbed, and the
room conditions are very poor. People who walk in those hallways describe them
as scary, dark, narrow, dingy feel, desolated, and depressing. Many of the bad
reviews are also because of the long walk of the hotel, since that part is 731 feet
long. Imagine walking in those dark long corridors, it’s like a horror movie.

West wing.
731 Ft
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What windows meant to people? Certainly, the function of windows is to allow the entry of
natural light and ventilation. However, they provide stimulation, variability of visual field, relief
and a feeling of connection to the exterior. This is important because people create stories
from what they see, and according to Heerwagen (1990) windows unconsciously influence
the level of satisfaction in any place. Guest rooms with beautiful views are very valuable in
any hotel, and are usually priced higher compared to rooms without great views.
There is evidence on the effects of light on health and behaviour. The amount of daylight
depends greatly on the size of the windows and its intensity (Veitch, 2004). An effective use
of windows would warranty an increase of daylight exposure. Not all natural light is
perceived equally, a room facing south would have a more intense level of light compared
to the north facing rooms. Exposure to bright lights have effects on well-being and
increases levels of serotonin precursors. People that do not have access to windows may
feel being cut off from the world. (Kim & wineman, 2005). Leslie categorizes as “biological
darkness” to areas in buildings without daylight where people are operating (leslie, 2003,
p 383). People who spend their time indoors under artificial light are receiving a different
quality of light. The Circadian system can be disrupted by a lack of sufficient exposure of
the retina to bright light that comes from the sun. This have been associated with multiple
problems that includes fatigue, sleep disorders, performance problems and metabolic
disorders. Views reduce boredom and stress from deprivation of stimuli . Ulrich windows
provide “Positive distraction,” especially those with nature scenes. Satisfaction is usually
higher when one can look outside through a window and receive sunlight.
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Several studies had proved that there is a link between nature and stress reduction. There
are many benefits of being seated in a room with tree or garden views, compared to being
in a viewless room. Benefits include a decline in blood pressure, mental restoration and
recovery. Some institutions like the American Correctional Association recognizes the
importance of these issues. The lack of access to views, daylighting, color and proper
illumination brings psychological consequences for health. The deprivation of natural light
and views lead to mental fatigue
Spaces without windows/views often compensate for these circumstances by using some
type of decoration like art and trying to imitate fictitious “views” that help alleviate being
under those circumstances (Heerwagen & Orians, 1986). A study made by Heerwagen (1990)
in prisons, found that inmates really enjoyed having a window view of nature. For this reason even Eastern state prison had small windows in their cells looking to courtyards with
nature.
Another study by Moore in 1985 about the benefits of external views with natures shows
that this helped inmates to reduce blood pressure, compared to inmates located in cells
without access to a view. Recognizing this benefits of nature in confined areas motivated
(Lindemuth, 2007) to suggest the incorporation of prison gardens to help inmates to reduce
stress effects.
This research also found that being in contact with nature is very beneficial to human
mental and physical health. Other studies about nature views also focus on the benefits
it has in recovering from stress (Parsons Tassinary, ulrich, Hebl, & Grossman - Alexander. (1998). The attempt to incorporate nature into our environment is nothing new, large
projects were carried out with the intention that people have access to nature and enjoy
its benefits. We can see different examples like Frederic Law Olmsted whose motivation to
design Central park was to give the city a space where they can enjoy nature.
The benefits of adding nature scenes have been reflected in different areas. In the medical
field, a report from Heerwagen in 1990 found that dental waiting rooms having views to
nature helped patients to reduce their physiological stress. The same results had been
proved in hospitals in general, where rooms having windows with views help patients
reduce stress, anxiety and depression (Keep et al, 1980, Parker & Hudge, 1976: Wilson, 1972)
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18th floor apartment at 875 Fifth Avenue in New York with a view to Central Park - Stefano
Ukmar for The New York Times
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About 20% of guest rooms in every hotel in las vegas do not have good views. Rooms
located on the first floors, in addition to being darker, have ugly views. It usually has views
towards a wall, towards the casino ceiling or with a view towards an air conditioning
equipment. This is really awkward and influences the satisfaction of the guest. People who
stay in these types of rooms end up giving a very poor rating on the different platforms,
causing the reputation of the hotel to be really affected. Casinos should reconsider and
analyze whether it is really worth having a higher amount of hotel rooms, at the expense of
their reputation and satisfaction of their guests. Keeping rooms under these
the circumstances are not good for them or for those who stay there. The experience of
each tourist should start from their hotel room. I still remember When I visited Mexico city,
my room where I stayed had one of the best views, and that is one of the most beautiful
memories that I have of that city. Waking up in the morning and having that beautiful
landscape took me with energy and motivated me to go outside to explore the city.
All these photos to the right were taken by guests inside the MGM Grand. Surprisingly
many bad reviews are about rooms that have ugly views. Many said that they immediately
changed their room after seeing the view of their rooms. Having bad views giving a sense of
depression and brings other problems. For example, if there is a wall right in front, lighting
is going to be terrible. Imagine being in a room located on the 5th floor facing north, the
room is going to be extremely dark and the view is going to be completely awful. Hotels
need to optimize their spaces to not place people in undesirable conditions. This research
focuses in the benefits of natural light, but also in the possibility of adapting and improving
those spaces that do not meet standards in providing a more complete satisfaction and
for the guest. If at least 10% of rooms that do not have sunlight, or provide decent views
were adapted, in these spaces another type of program could be created that would even
help to benefit the other 90% of the rooms. In this case the MGM was analyzed deeply and
the redesign was focus on the areas that are least desirable by most of the guests. According to the data found, the West Wing at MGM has rooms that have been widely criticized and
are candidates for redesign to improve the others.
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West wing and part of the grand tower will be considered for an
adaptation and optimization of their guest rooms. At least the first 10 floors
in that area have very poor lighting levels and viewless windows. The
information previously collected shows that this section of the MGM needs
redesign to optimize these spaces. The condition of those rooms located
in those areas is very poor and is greatly affecting the reputation of the
MGM. The rooms are small, without light, without views, small windows,
long dark corridors, and weird room configurations.

West Wing
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Inner patios can serve to incorporate commercial
areas, such as restaurants that would be very convenient for the guests. In addition, vertical gardens
could be added to serve as a stimulus for the views.
Vertical gardens have an organic appearance and
an esthetic function to bring a unique atmosphere.
A panel covered in fabric is where the plants would
grow using hydroculture technology. Usually those
panels are supported by a modular structure that is
not attached to the wall. The reason is to guarantee
adequate ventilation. Lighting and fertilization could
be controlled by an automatic system.
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If some guest rooms are removed there will be a
courtyard space in between of another two. These
spaces would also serve as a stimulus to create
views. Interior courtyards could also maximize
daylight within units, as well as provide shaded
communal areas. These areas can be
accompanied by vegetation that several studies
show that have a positive impact on people. The
first-floor guest rooms would be adapted
according to the function of those courtyards. The
guest would have access to those spaces.

Inner patios / courtyards could have multiple
functions in the hotel contributing to the guest’s
experience and well-being of them. The incorporation of indoor pools accompanied with green
architecture can create unique spaces. the guests
who are staying in the adjacent guest rooms would
have windows looking into those spaces, and the
scenarios created would be fantastic. These created
views would replace what it would be like to have a
view of the city. Taking into account that these guest
rooms have horrible views towards a wall, a ceiling or
an air conditioning equipment.

These inner courtyards give us an array of
opportunities to create exceptional spaces.
Thematic patios could be created about different
cultures, offering a more extensive variety when it
comes to room reservations. Guests can choose
where they want to stay based on the experience
they want to live. The west wing would offer these
different options, and what were once people’s
most hated rooms would be transformed into a
unique experience for them. small balconies and
terraces could be added, depending on the spaces
that are intended to be created.
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OPTION 1
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OPTION 2
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Store

Store

Restaurant

Restaurant
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CAESAR PALACE

Caesars Palace is one the most important resorts that belongs to Caesar
Entertainment. According to the previous solar studies this property has
the worst daylighting conditions in all the resorts in Las Vegas. 47% of the
building receives no sunlight during the day for more than 75% of the year.
The resort has 3960 guest rooms, which means 1861 of those are under
the shadows.
t’s building typology and multiple towers gives us an opportunity to
analyze the resort in terms of natural lighting. This part of the research
attempt to examine the Augustus tower. The goal is to redesign and adapt
spaces that have poor lighting conditions into something more productive
and beneficial for the hotel.
In Las Vegas there are more than 150,000 hotel rooms, and the resorts are
always in constant competition to ensure that visitors stay at their
facilities. The main focus of each resort must be to ensure the total
satisfaction of its guests. According to different studies mentioned
Previously, lighting was an important factor when giving reviews in hotels.
For this reason we have to optimize our hotel spaces, and make sure to
not place people in undesirable conditions in terms of lighting. Caesar
Palace, being one of the most important hotels in the city, cannot afford
to have the highest percentage of rooms without access to sunlight. The
strategies to be implemented at Caesar Palace will be to improve guest
rooms that are still highly desirable by most of the guest, and adapt
many others.Primarily those located in the northern part, and in the first
floors in the center of the building, since they are the ones with the worst
lighting conditions. By doing this the percentage of shaded rooms would
decrease, and we will be ensuring to eliminate those guest rooms that are
less desirable by most of the guests. The main adaptation would occur in
Augustus tower. The main goal is to bring natural light to the corridor and
adapt about 6% of rooms into a hydroponic area. This hydroponic area
could eventually become an attractive point for tourists, and can activate
the northern part of the building which was considered the worst in terms
of lighting.
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Palace Tower
Augustus Tower

Octavius Tower
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CAESAR PALACE

Building Perspective
Northwest view
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Shaded Area 47%

Sunligh 53%
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Augustus Tower
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6% Candidate to be
adapted

3

3

29% shaded area
2

2

2

53% receives sunlight
1

1

1
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This picture was taken during the day in one
of the guestrooms at octavius tower in Caesar
Palace. This room is located in the northern part,
in one of the top floors almost in the corner of
the building. However, artificial light is being used
100%, and all light fixtures are on. This perspective
is evoking a depressing feeling, and contributing to
the negative effects in the guest explained in the
early research. This without taking into account the
effects in the economic part, since the electric light
is being used during the 24 hours increasing the
payments for electricity. In this attempt to redesign
Caesar Palace two factors will be taken into account
when deciding which rooms are not very suitable
and may be candidates for an adaptation or
redesign. The access to sunlight and the views.

The guest rooms located down in the middle on
the first floors will experience similar or even worse
characteristics. From the 1st to the 10th floor the
lighting is very poor, and they usually do not have
good views either. Those guest rooms can be
adapted with another type of program that helps
to benefit the resort. This is based on the fact that
the average occupied rooms is 85% during the
year here in Las Vegas, and 15% are usually always
unocupied. If we take at least 10% of those
guest rooms that are in unfavorable conditions in
terms of lighting and views, the resort can get more
out of them, thus avoiding having rooms that are
not in the best conditions to guarantee the total
satisfaction of the guest.

4
1

2

Caesar
the Octavius tower in the northern part.
156 Palace
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This image corresponds to one of the
south-facing rooms at the Cosmpolitan hotel here
in Las Vegas. The difference is big, since the room
looks totally different with a nice atmosphere.
Materials, textures and every detail is appreciated
in a different way and gives a feeling of well-being.
This is just one example, but each visitor should
stay in spaces like these that enhance their
experience in our city. That experience of being in
las vegas should starts at the hotel room

Cosmopolitan guest room facing to the south

According to our solar analysis, 48% of the guest
rooms in Caesar Palace are in the shadows with no
access to sunlight during the day for more than 75%
of the year. Almost all that rooms are located facing
north. some of them have great views giving it the
necessary value compared to those who have
access to sunlight. Those rooms are still very
suitable by most of the guest since views is an
important factor. However, some guest rooms
located in the first floors experience the worst
condition of light and views making them
candidates to be adapted or redesign.
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Augustus tower
The first 10 floors of the augustus tower
will be redesigned. The rooms located in
the blue part will be removed to convert
that space into a single loaded corridor.
The idea is to bring natural lighting to
those hallways that are typically
enclosed spaces. The central green area
has been allocated for the use of
hydroponics greatly benefits this
resort and others. This can become an
attractive point of the resort, since the
hydroponic area will have completely
transparent glass so that people from
the corridors can observe the entire field
.

Hydroponics
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Bacchanal
Buffet
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Some rooms that are under shadows but located in the corners of the building
have been left without any change, because corner guest rooms are still
very desirable by most of the guests..

Middle part of the building guest rooms have been adapted to hydroponics,
which would produce up to 10 different vegetables. These fresh vegetables are
intempt to be used in all the caesar palace restaurants, including the bacchanal
buffet that is close to the hydroponic area.

About 2/5 of the guest rooms that were under the shadows (bad conditions, not
sunlight or good views) were removed to bring some daylight to the corridors. typically the corridors are just dark areas and enclosed using artificial daylighting 24/7
increasing energy bills a lot. This design intent will decrease the use of light energy
in the corridors for most of the day.
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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HYDROPONICS

Hydroponics is a farming technique that uses up 95% less water than traditional
agriculture. In hydroponics any crop can grow continuously all year round. The
plants are maintained indoors, and there is no need to adapt to the outside climate.
It is estimated that by 2050 the population will reach 9.7 billion people, and 70% of
the population will live in cities. There will be a need to double our food production,
but 80% of the land suitable for agriculture is currently in use. Hydroponics is a viable solution for resorts to take advantage of their “undesirable” space and produce
their own fresh produce for their restaurants.
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Lettuce

Lettuce is very common and
grows fast in a hydroponic system. Very simple setup and it’s
fairly easy to take care of.

Radishes

Radishes are one of the easiest
vegetables to grow in
hydroponics. They thrive in cool
temperatures without the use of
any light.

Basil

Basil is a good option
because it responds really well
to hydroponic growing. It can be
harvested and trimmed weekly.

Tomatoes

Tomatoes have been grown
hydroponically for many decades. It requires a small
amount of ground space.

Cucumber

Cucumbers are good candidates
because they grow quick, and do
good under conditions of high
temperature.

Peppers

Peppers require similar cultural
environments to tomatoes. They
require warm temperatures
and take two to three months to
mature.

Cilantro

Cilantro tolerates various pH
conditions and is adequate for
lower light conditions. It takes
about six weeks.

Spinachs

This plant does not require too
much light, and they respond
well in cooler temperatures.

Kale

It is a very delicious-flavored
plant in restaurant dishes. It also
grows well in cooler
Temperatures.
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CAESAR PALACE
Hydroponic system located at Augustus
tower will produce fresh vegetables for
all the Caesar Palace restaurants.
Especially bacchanal buffet located
adjacent to the Augustus tower

1

1

Augustus
Tower

Octavius
Tower

3

5

4

6

Pool Area

7
8

9
11

12

13

10

Palace
Tower

15

14
16
17

18
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Parking

Restaurants
3 Main Towers
Pool Area
Parking

1

Diamond Long

2

Starbucks

3

Café Americano

4

Gordon Ramsay’s Hell’s Kitchen

5

Snakus Maximums

6

Bacchanal Buffet

7

Beijing Noodle No. 9

8

Brioche by Guy Savoy

9

Rao’s

10

Mr Chao

11

Pronto by Giada

12

Searsucker

13

Old Homestead Steakhouse

14

Mesa Grill
Nobu Restaurant & Lounge

15
16

Gordon Ramsay Pub & Grill

17

Forum Food Court

18

Restaurant Guy Savoy
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Diamond Lounge

- Broccoli
- Cilantro
- Cabbage
- Peppers
- Tomatores

- Lettuce

Starbucks

- Spinach
- Cucumber
- Cilantro
- Peppers
- Basil

- Tomate
- Onions

Café Americano

Hell’s Kitchen

- Peppers
- Lettuce
- Arugula
- Onions
- Tomatoe

- Basil
- Cucumber
- Asparagus
- Spinach
- Brussels Spro.

Snakus Maximus

- Letuce
- Tomato
- Onion
- Cucumber

- Cucumber
- Asparagus
- Pepper
- Cilantro
- Tomato

- Peppers
- Lettuce
- Asparagus
- Arugula
- Basil
- Cauliflower

- Broccoli
- Spinach

Brioche By Guy S.

- Lettuce
- Peppers
- Asparagus
- Tomato
- Spinach

Bacchanal Buffet

- Cilantro
- Peppers
- Cilantro
- Onions
- Lettuce
- Onions
Spinach
- Asparagus
- Spinach
- Cucumber
- Arugula
- Cucumber
- Radish
- Basil
- Radish
Tomato
- Tomato
166
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Beijing Noodle

- Cucumber

Rao’s

- Tomato
- Peppers
- Onions
- Spinach
- Broccoli
- Lettuce

- Basil
- Cucumber

Mr Chao

- Cauliflower
- Basil
- Lettuce
- Tomato
- Spinach

- Asparagus
- Cucumber
- Arugula

Old Homestead Steakhouse

- Onion
- Asparagus
- Spinach
- Tomato
_ Lettuce

Pronto By Giada

- Spinach
- Kale
- Tomato
- peppers
- Onions

- Basil
- Lettuce

Searsucker

- Basil
- Tomato
- Peppers
- Cliantro
- Cucumber
- Spinach

- Onions

- Peppers
- Lettuce
- Arugula
- Onions
- Tomatoe

Mesa Grill

- Peppers
- Lettuce
- Arugula
- Onions
- Tomato

- Radish
- Cucumber

Nobu Restaurant

- Basil
- Cilantro
- Tomato
- Lettuce
- Onion
- Cucumber

Gordon R. Pub & Grill

- Spinach
- Asparagus
- Peppers

- Basil
- Cucumber
- Asparagus
- Spinach
- Brussels Spro.

Forum Food Court

- Peppers
- Lettuce
- Arugula
- Onions
- Tomatoe

- Basil
- Cucumber
- Asparagus
- Spinach
- Brussels Spro.

Restaurant Guy Savoy

- Lettuce
- Cucumber
- Peppers
- Basil
- Asparagus
- Arugula
- Tomato
- Spinach
- Onion
167
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North
A

Rooms
under
shadows

A

B
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Hydroponic area

Rooms
under
shadows

The main idea is to have just glass walls on the
corridors for daylighting access and the view.
However, a second alternative is that those
corridors may have operable windows to create
a connection with the exterior. In addition those
adjacents rooms may also have windows on
the corridor side to achieve a cross ventilation.
There are some privacy issues in the second
alternative.
A

B

Hydroponic area

All corridors have
acess to dayligh

Public Area
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Single Loaded Corridor

Hydroponics
Single Loaded Corridor
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Benefits
- Cost Savings for electricity in the corridors
- Adding savings from the food production
- The distribution of food not only in this resort,
but also to other properties that belongs to
Caesar Entertainment, benefiting multiple
resorts.
- High quality/fresh products in the restaurants
increasing quality and enhaincing the dishes.

- Tacking away previous rooms that typically
received negative reviews for things like bad
views, lack of light, noise etc.
- The remove of undesirable rooms might help
increase the hotels average rating.
- This can become an attractive point of the
resort. (Completely transparent glass in the
hydroponic area to let the guest look the food
production from corridors)
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Structure 2
This is an alternative that has been
designed for the hydroponic area. If the
building undergoes modifications or
changes it will surely present problems
with its structure and it will be a
challenge to keep the building strong.
Cross bracing gives us an alternative to
ensure the resistance of the building to
secondary effects regarding the changes
of the building.
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Benefits
- Cross bracing uses two diagonal
members crossing each other acting to
resiste sideways forces.
- Utilices the reinforced building structure where diagonal support intercepts.
- Bracing is important in case building
needs to be more stable in earthquake
resistant.
- Makes the structures stand sturdier
and resistance lateral forces.
- Cross bracing can increase a
building’s capability to withstand seismic
activity
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CONCLUSION

- John Bryant
“This discussion indicates that Jairo carried out two very
interesting situations here, one is the discussion of light and
how hotels react to. The other one is how do you repurpose
large portions of the hotels. I think these are two very interesting
areas to work with.
There are an enormous amount of empty hotels right now.
Maybe many of those ideas become ideas to help retrofit hotels
to make them viable, and to make it more marketable. There
are a lot of really interesting questions when you talk about the
things that this particular project brought about.”

Elena Gonova
“I really like the concept of the hydroponics.”

Deborah Oakley
“Love the retrofit” - “Nice Shadow study comparison N/S”
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During the first semester I did an analysis of the solar exposure of the
hotels showing that 33% of the rooms on the strip do not have direct
access to sunlight. A number of those rooms could be identified as least
desirable or candidates for an adaptation or optimization. When the
annual average occupancy is only 85% it is important for owners to think
strategically about the challenges and opportunities that this could offer. If
the other 15% of the rooms are negatively contributing to the guest
experience, the smartest move would be to try to get more revenue using
that square footage in more sophisticated ways.
This thesis focuses on bringing more design alternatives in those areas
that have been confined to not having access to sunlight, and to monetize
that space in ways that can enhance the hotel experience. This focuses
only on lower rate rooms which are the rooms that are usually highly
criticized for staining the reputation of any hotel. If those rooms are
adapted the hotel will be ensuring to no place people in undesirable
conditions, especially if your goal as an owner is to make a better
experience for everyone there.
Wellness tourism is a subject that is becoming increasingly relevant. It is
important to recognize that the tourist experience can start at their hotel
rooms, and the correct use of natural lighting is a powerful tool to achieve
it.
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Caesar
the Octavius tower in the northern part.
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Cosmopolitan guest room facing to the south
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